
FEb. 17-21     Solutions to E-Week problem sets

Monday, feb. 17: civil engineering

1.1  We know Distance = Rate × Time, but we need to make sure all the units align before doing any calculations. 
Because we are asked to give the time in seconds, let’s start by converting 30 miles per hour into miles per second. 
There are 60 minutes in 1 hour and 60 seconds in 1 minute, so there are 60 × 60 = 3600 seconds in 1 hour. There-
fore, 30 miles per hour is the same as 30 miles per 3600 seconds, which can be reduced to 1 mile per 120 seconds, 
or 1/120 mi/s. Next, with 1 mile = 5280 feet, 1320 feet is equal to 1320/5280 = 0.25 miles. Using the Distance 
Formula, 0.25 = (1/120) × t and dividing by 1/120 on both sides of the equation, t = 30 seconds. 

1.2  Here, we’ll again use the formula, Distance = Rate × Time. Knowing the distance from point A to point B from 
problem 1.1 is 1320 feet, we can write 1320 = r × 25. Dividing both sides of the equation by 25 gives us a rate 
of 52.8 ft/s. However, we are asked for the average speed in miles per hour. We know from problem 1.1 that there 
are 3600 seconds in 1 hour. We calculate the rate as 52.8 × 3600 = 190,080 ft/h. Knowing there are 5280 feet in 
1 mile, 190,080 ÷ 5280 = 36 mi/h.

1.3  We can set up a proportion to determine how many seconds the yellow light would need to last, 1.8/30 = x/40. 
Cross-multiplying gives us that 30x = 72. Dividing both sides of the equation by 30,  we know the yellow light would 
need to last 2.4 seconds if the speed limit is increased to 40 mi/h.

Tuesday, feb. 18: Mechanical engineering

2.1  Let’s number the gears, starting with the input gear and moving left, gear 1 through 5. Starting with the gear ratio 
between 1 and 2 and progressing, we calculate the following gear ratios:

GR12 =     , GR23 =      , GR34 =      , GR45 = 

We could have reduced each of the individual gear ratios to a common fraction, but you might notice that when we 
multiply all the gear ratios together to get the gear train’s gear ratio, everything cancels out except for the denominator 
of GR12 and the numerator of GR45. Simplifying, we will find the gear train gear ratio is 2/5:

GRT = 

Notice that the gear train gear ratio is really independent of all the interior gears and only the input and output gear 
are really needed for this calculation. This is because of motion transmission in gear trains – the energy put in equals 
the energy put out. In this simple gear train, therefore, the final output energy is equal to the input energy. The solution 
to problem 2.3 will discuss this concept a little more.
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2.2  To find the diameter of the input gear, we set up our proportion equation and cross multiply:

 24 centimeters

2.3  As we established in the solution to problem 2.1, energy will be conserved through the gear train, so we only 
need the input and output gear for this particular calculation. If you used all the gear ratios in this calculation, you are 
still correct – this is just saving a couple steps. To solve this problem, we will calculate the gear ratio between the 
input and output gear and then multiply the reciprocal by the input speed:

GR = 60/30 = 2
So = 1/2 ×150 = 75 rpm

If you think about this in terms of energy conservation, it might make more sense to you. The input gear is smaller than 
the output gear by half. If they have the same energy, the smaller gear will be able to move faster since spinning it will 
take less energy than a larger gear. This means that the two interior gears with 10 teeth and 15 teeth, will be spinning 
at faster speed than the input gear since they are even smaller – 450 rpm and 300 rpm, respectively.

WEdnesday, feb. 19: biomedical engineering

3.1  We can calculate the greatest possible volume of the artificial heart by multiplying 10 × 10 × 15 = 1500 cm3. 

3.2  First, let’s look at the distance from point A to point B, which is a large artery. We know the rate at which blood 
flows for this segment is 90 cm/second. We can use the Distance Formula to find 55 = 90 × t. Dividing both sides 
by 90 gives us t = 0.61 seconds. Now, let’s look at the distance from point B to point C, which is a small artery. We 
know the rate of blood flow for this segment is 60 cm/second. We’ll use the Distance Formula to find 33 = 60 × t and 
divide both sides by 60 to get t = 0.55 seconds. Adding 0.55 and 0.61 seconds, we get a total of 1.161 seconds for 
the blood to flow from point A to point C. Rounded to the nearest hundredth, this is 1.16 seconds.

3.3  First, let’s look at the distance from point D to point E, which is a large artery. We know the rate at which blood 
flows for this segment is 90 cm/second. We can use the Distance Formula to find 60 = 90 × t. Dividing both sides by 
90 gives us t = 0.6 seconds. Now, let’s look at the distance from point E to point F, which is a small artery. We know 
the rate of blood flow for this segment is 60 cm/second. We’ll use the Distance Formula to find 96 = 60 × t. Dividing 
both sides by 60 gives us t = 1.6 seconds and 1.6 + 0.6 seconds = 2.26 seconds for the blood to flow from point D 
to point F. Rounded to the nearest hundredth, this is 2.27 seconds. 
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3.4  The artificial heart pumps 8 liters of blood in 1 minute. There are 24 × 60 = 1440 minutes in 1 day, so in 1 day, the 
artificial heart can pump 8 × 1440 = 11,520 liters of blood. We can convert this to gallons by dividing 11,520/3.79 = 
3039.6 gallons, rounded to the nearest tenth. So, the artificial heart pumps 3039.6 – 2000 = 1039.6 gallons more 
than the natural heart, on average, each day.

Thursday, feb. 20: Systems + software engineering

4.1  Since we’re told the code in this problem is ROT-3R, we can follow the same pattern for each letter, using the 
table for help. For example, the first letter in our coded secret message is W. As the table shows, the letter T becomes 
W in ROT-3R, so by finding W in the bottom row of our table, we can see that T is our first letter. Next, we have the 
letter K in our coded message. By finding the letter K in the bottom row of our table, we can see that K becomes H in 
ROT-3R. So, the first two letters are Th. You can follow the same pattern for the rest of the coded message, but once 
you’ve seen the same letters a few times, you’ll be able to decode the message much faster!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C

Answer: There’s nothing like solving fun math problems to celebrate E-week!

4.2  For our Mathletes who remembered that it’s Engineer’s Week, you might have guessed right off the bat that our 
secret message has something to do with engineers! If not, however, knowing the most common letter in the English 
language is E is a useful hint – find the letter that is most common in our coded message (it’s A) and you’ll know that 
that letter is code for the letter E! So, if the letter E is represented by the letter A, we know that the code here is ROT-
4R, where each letter is shifted 4 places to the right (see table below). Using this knowledge, we can use the same 
method as in problem 4.1 to decode our message.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D

Answer: We heart engineers!



4.3  Extending the table to the highest number we’ll need to decipher this 
code (53) is a good way to start. You can do this in a few different ways. You 
may notice the pattern that exists in each column/for each letter. For exam-
ple, numbers that represent the letter A start at 1 and increase by 8. Num-
bers that represent the letter E start at 5 and increase by 8. The letter B is 
represented by numbers that start at 2 and increase by 6 and 2, alternating. 
Alternatively, you may have noticed the pattern in how the numbers count 
up by 1, snaking down the rows – you can also fill in the table this way. 

Once you have the table extended, you can use it to decode the messages! 
For the first message, we’re given 35 33 8. The letter C is represented by 
35, the letter A is represented by 33, and the letter B is represented by 8. 
So, 35 33 8 is the word CAB! You can follow the same pattern to decode 
the remaining messages. 

Answers: CAB, ACE, BEAD, BEE

Friday, feb. 21: electrical engineering

5.1  Let’s start by calculating RT since we have the three other resistance values:
 RT = R1 + R2 + R3

           = 50 + 30 + 20 
          = 100 ohms

Next we can calculate IT by plugging the total voltage and resistance values into the Ohm’s law formula:
 VT = ITRT

 125 = IT × 100
 IT = 125/100 = 1.25 amps

We know that the currents through all resistors will be equal to the total current for a series circuit, so now we just 
have to calculate the voltage drop across each of the three resistors: 
 V1 = 1.25 × 50 = 62.5 volts
 V2 = 1.25 × 30 = 37.5 volts
 V1 = 1.25 × 20 = 25 volts

Table 1: Voltages, Currents and Resistances for Series Circuit

x 1 2 3 T

Vx (volts) 62.5 37.5 25 125

Ix (amps) 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25

Rx (ohms) 50 30 20 100
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5.2  The first thing we can fill in in the table are the voltages across each resistor. Since they are all equal to the total 
voltage, they will all be 125 volts. Next, let’s use Ohm’s law to calculate the current across each resistor: 
 125 = I1 × 20       125 = I2 × 100   125 = I3 × 50
 I1 = 125/20 = 6.25 amps     I2 = 125/100 = 1.25 amps  I3 = 125/50 = 2.5 amps

Next, we can either calculate the total current and use this to find the total resistance or we can find the total resis-
tance, then find the total current. Because calculating the total current is done by adding the individual currents, let’s 
try that method:
 IT = 6.25 + 1.25 + 2.5 = 10 amps

 VT = ITRT

 125 = 10RT

 RT = 125/10 = 12.5 ohms

Table 2: Voltages, Currents and Resistances for Parallel Circuit

x 1 2 3 T

Vx (volts) 125 125 125 125

Ix (amps) 6.25 1.25 2.5 10

Rx (ohms) 20 100 50 12.5

5.3  Using the formula P = VI to calculate the power across each resistor, we know that since the voltages are the 
same, the resistor that releases the most power will be the one with the largest current – resistor 1. The power re-
lease is P = 125 × 6.25 = 781.25 Watts.



E-WEEK     Monday, FEb. 17     CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Have you ever been in the car driving down a street with stoplights at every intersection…and you feel 
like you’re hitting every red light? This is a situation engineers and city planners try to avoid when programming 
how traffic lights will change from green to yellow to red. Many factors are involved, including the traffic patterns at 
certain times of day, the distance between stop lights and the speed limit. This set of problems demonstrates some 
of the ideas civil engineers consider when planning for traffic patterns.

1.1  The distance from point A to point B is 1320 feet. Traveling at 30 miles per hour, how many seconds will it take 
a car to go from point A to point B? 

1.2  The driver in the red car looks up and 
sees the light at the intersection up ahead 
(Pythagoras Place and Archimedes Ave) just 
turned green. If that light only stays green for 
25 seconds, what is the minimum average 
speed, in miles per hour, she must drive to get 
from point A to point B while that light is still 
green?

1.3  The length of time for a yellow light increases as the speed limit increases to ensure cars have enough time to 
stop or proceed safely through an intersection. Right now, the speed limit on Pythagoras Place is 30 mph and the 
stop lights have a cycle with a 1.8-second yellow light. Let’s assume the speed limit and the length of time for a yellow 
light are directly proportional. How many seconds will the yellow light be if the speed limit is increased to 40 mph?
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E-WEEK     Tuesday, FEb. 18     mechanical ENGINEERING 
From toys, analog clocks and powered wheelchairs to lawn mowers, cars and rockets, gears and mo-
tors are part of many of the tools mechanical engineers create that make life safer and more convenient. This set 
of problems is adapted from MATHCOUNTS problems written in 2010 by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle 
Systems International Foundation (AUVSI) and explores how gears and motors work together in mechanical engi-
neering projects.

2.1 Gears of different sizes are often described by the number of teeth around their circumference. A gear ratio, 
or the relationship between the numbers of teeth on 2 gears meshed together, is equal to the number of teeth on 

the gear on the output side divided by 
the number of teeth on the gear on the 
input side. When a series of gears forms 
a gear train, as shown, we multiply the 
gear ratios of each pair of meshed gears 
to calculate the gear train’s gear ratio. 
What is the gear ratio of the gear train at 
left if the input side is on the right? Ex-
press your answer as a common fraction.

2.2 A gear ratio also can represent the ratio of the diameters of the meshed gears, equal to the diameter of the 
output gear divided by the diameter of the input gear. If an output gear has a diameter of 56cm and Chantel needs 
a gear ratio of 7:3 for a pair of gears in a space shuttle she is helping to design, what must the diameter of the input 
gear be?

2.3 Gears can be used to increase or decrease the speed of a motor. 
The speed of an output gear is equal to the speed of the input gear 
multiplied by the reciprocal of the gear ratio. For the gear train shown 
below, a motor with a speed of 150 rpm is attached to the leftmost (in-
put) gear. What is the speed of the final rightmost (output) gear?
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E-WEEK     Tuesday, FEb. 18     mechanical ENGINEERING 
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E-WEEK    Wednesday, FEb. 19    biomedical ENGINEERING 
Biomedical engineers play a vital role in medical advances and innovations that improve our health 
and save lives. One application of their work is advancing research into specialized care for patients. This set of 
problems looks at a recent biomedical invention—artificial hearts for people who suffer from certain forms of heart 
disease.

3.1  A team of biomedical engineers has constructed a custom artificial heart. The dimensions of this heart are 10 
cm by 10 cm by 15 cm and it weighs 480 grams. What is the greatest possible volume of an object with these dimen-
sions for length, width and height, in cubic centimeters? 

Use the image at right to answer questions 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2  Because artificial hearts differ from natural hearts, engineers must 
examine and modify Archie’s artificial heart to ensure blood flows through-
out his body in an appropriate amount of time. Currently, blood flows out 
of Archie’s artificial heart and through his large arteries (in purple) at an 
average rate of 90 cm/second. It slows to 60 cm/second when it reaches 
his smaller arteries and capillaries (in red). At these average rates, how 
many seconds, to the nearest hundredth, will it take for blood to travel from 
his heart at point A to his left hand at point C?

3.3  Using the same rates of blood flow in 3.2, how many seconds, to the 
nearest hundredth, will it take for blood to travel from Archie’s heart at point 

D to his right foot at point F? 

3.4  A natural heart pumps 
an average of 2,000 gallons 
of blood per day. A particular 
artificial heart can pump an 
average of 8 liters of blood 
per minute. If 1 gallon ≈ 3.79 
liters, how many more gallons 
than a natural heart can this 
artificial heart pump, on aver-
age, in a day? Express your 
answer as a decimal to the 
nearest tenth.
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E-WEEK    Wednesday, FEb. 19    biomedical ENGINEERING 
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E-WEEK     Thursday, FEb. 20     

Systems + software ENGINEERING 
The work systems engineers do overlaps with, supports and influences numerous fields of engineer-
ing and data science, making it a great example of how collaborative engineering can be! One exam-
ple is the work systems engineers do with software engineers and security engineers to protect and authenticate 
data effectively and efficiently manage complex systems. This set of problems explores basic cryptology, which is 
the foundation for the encryption practices that keep everything from email accounts to voting machines to national 
security communications secure.

4.1  One type of cryptographic writing is the Caesar Cipher—named after Julius Caesar, who developed it to send 
secret messages to his military commanders. In the Caesar Cipher below, written with a 3-place rotation to the right 
(ROT-3R), each letter is simply shifted a certain number of places to the right, meaning A becomes D, B becomes E 
and so on. Decipher the following secret message using the ROT-3R cipher:

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C

WKHUH’V  QRWKLQJ  OLNH  VROYLQJ  IXQ  PDWK  SUREOHPV  
WR  FHOHEUDWH  H-ZHHN!

 
4.2  ROT-3R is just one option. You could shift the letters 5 places or 10 places, for example, or shift letters to the 
left instead of to the right. Decipher the following secret message, written as a Caesar Cipher. To solve this, you’ll 
need to figure out whether the cipher is shifting to the left or right and how many places. (Hint: The most common 
letter in the English language is E.)

SA  DAWNP  AJCEJAANO!

4.3  Rather than a simple shift, we can use a different pattern to make 
the coding more complex. Consider the pattern below in which the first 
24 positive integers are shown. 

Assuming the pattern contin-
ues, decode the following 4 
mystery words:

35  33  8 = __ __ __
49  3  37 = __ __ __
26  53  21 = __ __ __
18  45  9  30 = __ __ __ __
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Systems + software ENGINEERING 

bae Systems Engineer spotlight: megan carpenter 



E-WEEK     Friday, FEb. 21     Electrical ENGINEERING 
From tiny microchips and electronics to the electricity that powers our homes, electrical engineers’ 
work makes our fast-paced, plugged-in lives possible. This set of problems explores Ohm’s law, named after 
the German physicist and mathematician Georg Ohm, whose work was influential in electrical circuitry.

Ohm’s law states that current through a conductor between two points is directly proportional to the 
voltage across two points. Voltage (V) is measured in units of volts and is the electrical potential differ-
ence between two points. Current (I) is measured in units of amperes and is the amount of electrical 
charge flowing through any given point. Resistance (R) is measured in ohms and is the resistance to 
flow of charge between two points. This is written as the mathematical equation V = IR.

The diagram at right shows one resistor element. Resistors in an electrical circuit can be connected in 
series, parallel or series-parallel (a combination of the two arrangements).

5.1) The figure at right shows an electrical circuit with three re-
sistors connected in series – in a single line or with only one 
way for current flow. When resistors are connected in series, the 
total resistance is the sum of the individual resistors, current is 
the same through all the resistors, and total voltage is the sum 
of the voltages across each resistor. These relationships can be 
described using the following formulas:

RT = R1 + R2 + R3

IT = I1 = I2 = I3
VT = V1 + V2 + V3 

Given the known values for this series circuit in Table 5.1, calculate the missing voltages, currents, and resistances 
across each element and in total for the entire circuit using Ohm’s law, V = IR, and the formulas above for resistors 
in series.

Table 5.1: Voltages, Currents and Resistances for Series Circuit

x 1 2 3 T

Vx  (volts) 125

Ix  (amps)

Rx  (ohms) 50 30 20

Problem of the Day continued on pg. 2.



E-WEEK     Friday, FEb. 21     Electrical ENGINEERING 

5.2) The figure at right shows an electrical circuit 
with three resistors connected in parallel. When 
resistors are connected in parallel the total current 
is split between the resistors, the voltage across 
each resistor is the same as the total voltage of 
the circuit, and the inverse of the total resistance 
is equal to the sum of the inverses of all the resis-
tors. These relationships can be described using 
the following formulas:

IT = I1 + I2 + I3                    VT = V1 = V2 = V3                   1      1       1      1
IT = I1 + I2 + I3                    VT = V1 = V2 = V3                   RT = R1 + R2 + R3

Given the known values for this parallel circuit in Table 5.2, calculate the missing voltages, currents and resistances 
across each element and in total for the entire circuit using Ohm’s law, V = IR, and the formulas above for resistors 
in parallel.

Table 5.2: Voltages, Currents and Resistances for Parallel Circuit

x 1 2 3 T

Vx  (volts) 125

Ix  (amps)

Rx  (ohms) 20 100 50

5.3) Another important formula in electrical engineering is the electri-
cal power rule. This formula can be used to calculate power dissipated, 
or released, by a circuit element. Each resistor in a circuit will dissipate 
electrical power, or heat energy, according to this formula. The electrical 
power rule is stated as P = VI. Power has units of Watts, which may 
sound familiar to you because light bulbs come in different wattages 
based on the power they consume. 

Looking back at the completed Table 5.2 you did previously (showing 
resistors in parallel), which of the three resistors will release the most 
electrical power?
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E-WEEK     Friday, FEb. 21     Electrical ENGINEERING 
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